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About This Game

Become an appraised bridge engineer and architect in Bridge Constructor. Create and design your own constructions and
watch the cars and trucks pass over them - or see them fall and crash while your inferior creations collapse due to weight and the

laws of physics!

Progress through numerous levels and build bridges over deep valleys, canals, or rivers. Stress tests reveal whether the bridge
you build can withstand the daily stress of continual use from cars and trucks.

Choose between a range of materials for each individual bridge, such as wood, steel, cables, or concrete pillars. Use the
appropriate materials and stay within budget to build the perfect bridge. The choice of materials enables you to build each

bridge in almost infinite variety – your budget is the only limit.

So get on the drawing board and set your imagination and creativity free!

The Steam version also includes SlopeMania, a fully sized Add-On to the original game, bringing more levels, features, a new
setting and much more.

Key Features

64 Levels

6 Settings: City, Canyon, Beach, Mountains, Hills, Grotto
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Option to build sloping roads

Map with all unlocked worlds/levels

4 different building materials: Wood, Steel, Cables, Concrete pillars

Color coded load indicator for different building materials

Three different load bearing levels: Car, Truck and Tank Truck

High score per level

Steam achievements & Leaderboards
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Title: Bridge Constructor
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
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ClockStone
Publisher:
Headup Games
Franchise:
Bridge Constructor
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2013
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English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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A very short DLC but it has it's moments. Grab it on sale for sure.. I can't even play it because of reasons my computer refuses
to explain, but eh it sounds good so i may as well give it a thumbs up.. a goddamn MASTERPIECE. Good game but gets really
repetitive after some time, but if you got many friends to play with them it will be pretty fun.. I found so much of this
frustrating: more time in load screens than playing; having to redo an entire level after bumbling into death; the story text (also
padding the time between levels\/loading) not feeling like it's part of the same game you're playing. It just didn't fit me at all.
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It's okay-ish.

Basically you're playing a game of Rock-Paper-Scissors that defies any military logic there is.

This game is based around tanks killing infantry and APCs, infantry killing.. something, APCs killing infantry and aircraft,
aircraft killing tanks, and engineers being killed and killing vehicles with rocket launchers.

I regret buying it, to be honest. The gameplay is boring. The tutorial is painful yet you can't start the game proper until you've
completed it.

The camera is like the Total War general camera, but it can switch between units.

Voice commands are cool, but you can only tell troops to either move to or attack enemy troops with voice. No movement if I
remember correctly.

For me it gets boring. The only fast units are vehicles, and they get killed easily, so you're either looking at half an hour of
infantry attacking enemy supply dumps per tutorial level, or just watching them defend, as opposed to having vehicles run
around quickly but get slaughtered.

The storyline is pretty cliche, but is sufficient.

I don't reccomend you buy this, to be honest. Total War or Blitzkrieg will give you a better experience.. More interesting
reviews on  Fenol Baron Approves Curator Page

I missed feeding the squirrels in this part of the Super Seducer... I really liked the courageous first part of the Super Seducer,
with all its sharp jokes, beautiful girls, interesting finds and spicy scenes, but the second game makes an obvious step forward. It
is still a game that can be perceived as you like: either as a way to have a good laugh with the company of your friends on the
stream, or as an occasion to learn many different things useful for normal communication with women, or to combine it (as I
did). And the important lesson is that the first and second parts of series directly tell the player: “If you act like an idiot,
humiliate a girl, try just to insult her, then the best thing you get is a kick between your legs or a spray in face”, the game
primarily promote a normal gentlemanly attitude, rather than idiocy and woman(man) hatred.

Many innovations make the game much more varied. Now the player is invited to play in several episodes with a female
perspective on flirting, several episodes offer interracial dating, there is an episode with the building of dating exclusively online
(through Tinder). The budget of the game has increased significantly, so now not only Richard and the girl are in the screen, but
also a lot of extra characters, the number of parallel scenes, flashbacks has been increased, there are serious forks in several
episodes that drastically change the course of the plot by 180%. This is no longer a very cozy and compact first game, this one is
bigger, more powerful and with a much larger number of possibilities.

Richard, as in the first part, gives the impression of a super cool guy in real life, with whom I would like to hang out or work,
but the new team of actors who have been assigned most of the work also left a very enjoyable impression. All the girls are
beautiful as usual, Charlotte became an excellent partner for Richard in the comments to the scenes, Nathan Wright and Jolie
Stanford showed sensual chemistry with each other in both their episodes; Nathah generally feels incredibly organic, relaxed and
natural, he looks like a really simple guy, while incredibly cool, really liked this actor. Benjamin Lok played well in one of my
favorite episodes «Interracial Dating», and the aria in his performance is one of the most favorite moments of both games (what
a velvety voice he has). Leo Kearse high humorous scot, need to add something else? Well, Mahmoud… Mahmoud is out of any
ratings, he is on top of the world with Habibi love and hookah.

If I describe more personal impressions, then I still like the more simple episodes that can happen to me than the more
glamorous and expensive ones, but this is only a matter of preference. Again, I have a lot of ideas and thoughts about what I
would like to see in the third part, from funny (obligatory episode with these incredibly funny goons of Charlotte and their
meeting with a girl from a library or a poetic club, etc.) to serious (a date with a very strong woman in all senses: a policeman, a
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doctor, military, etc; an episode with Charlotte; dating on the beach, complicated by an almost complete lack of clothes on you;
a date with the star of Youtube, Twich, Instagram, which is fixated on popularity more than you, and a lot of other ideas) I look
forward to the third part, the return of the actors from this game and new stories, hit me baby one more time!. Mediocre. Kind
of fun flying down the mountain, but doesn't really capture the feel of skiing in any way.. Even "Duty Calls" was a better game.

Uninstalled 10/10. I know this is cheap and all, and that's great...but essentially what we have here is a book... in VR form... with
pretty pictures in the form of 3D backgrounds.

If that sounds like a really cool thing to you, then get this... The story is interesting enough but I was itching to play something,
not sit down and read... I was kinda expecting to see some kind of 3D play take place in front of me while I read, but nope, just
narration and a background...and hey, if you find the backgrounds distracting you can sit in a pitch black void and read a book
(or tablet).

Anyway, I'm not going to give this a thumbs down... it would get a "meh" thumb if I could give one. Maybe one of these days I'll
sit down and read the whole thing and it'll be a kickass story and I'll think to myself "Damn that was sweet, I hope all books are
converted to VR form!"... But not today.
. Can't really recommend this. I know lots of people like these style of games. I don't really see the appeal.

The game is entirely reactionary. Something happens; you react. Just not my cup of joe.. An enjoyable read albeit a very short
one. Expands on the character Nachi who is the older sister of Yura and Tama. 720p cats.. Could probably let my kid nephew
drone out on it for hours. I do kind of regret paying 10 dollars for it... The price and screenshots made me interpret something
else entirely. I mean, its a fairly good game, it looks good, plays good. The price could have been lower though. It'd be a really
good game to drone out on while riding on a bus or something. Or while you're waiting for a baby to be delivered. Buy it when
its on sale, though.. It's challenging, physically and mentally demanding, and when you start to get good (or at least somewhat
decent) at it, it's fun. I've never used a katana before, but if I did, I imagine it would feel like this. The act of gauging the right
angle of the blade, and then the strong motion to cut through is really cool. The sword physics are excellent. I have some
suggestions though, different sound effects for the different fruit please, also could there be a replay feature so players can look
at their movements and figure out what to improve? In a similar vein could there be a tutorial that shows the correct posture and
arm/wrist motions? I've been looking at youtube videos and the video of the guy demoing this game to figure out the best way to
do it.
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